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We are seeking current students, recent graduates, and alumni to advocate for NSCD.

We are looking for people from across the globe; local to Chapeltown, living in the 
UK or living anywhere in the world to deliver practical and/or information sessions 
in different settings.

These are paid opportunities, perfect for those who have a real understanding of what 
it is like to train at NSCD, who can help us to reach and inform prospective students.

Most importantly, you have to be really passionate about NSCD and want to shout loud 
about how fantastic it is to train here.
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• The transformative power of dance and arts education; to uplift, inspire, stimulate 
our emotions and help us create a tolerant and cohesive society.

• Inclusive learning and collaboration in a spirit of mutual respect and generosity.

• Curiosity, self-reflection and open-mindedness

• Creative risk-taking, innovation and investment in on-going artist and artform 
development

• Aspiration, self motivation and dedication in striving for excellence

• Diversity – our differences as well as the things that we have in common, and that 
diversity inspires creativity and enriches our lives

• Our relationship to local, regional, national and international communities and the 
wider dance ecology

• The nurturing and investment that leads to independence and resilience

• Using resources in a way that is responsible and environmentally sustainable

Our values
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1. NSCD Events Advocate
This is perfect for a current student or recent graduate who can tell a prospective 
student all about life at NSCD. Events can include things like Open Days or regional 
Undergraduate Experience Days.

2. Practical Demonstrator
Perfect for a current student or recent graduate. We’re looking for people to 
demonstrate in practical sessions such as auditions or outreach workshops in the 
community. This could be local, national or international.

3. External Events Advocate 
Know all about NSCD and confident speaking to large groups? We often get asked to 
lead information sessions telling prospective students all about NSCD. This could be 
local, national or international.

4. Dance Facilitator
For those with existing experience of dance teaching or looking to gain more, you could 
assist in outreach workshops in different settings for participants aged 12-18. This could 
be local, national or international.

5. Dance Officers
If you trained at NSCD and are currently working as a dance teacher, then please get 
in touch. We would like to expand our geographic spread of teachers who can lead 
practical workshops to give young people from all over the world a taste of what NSCD 
is like. Workshops may take place in schools, dance centres or community settings, 
for participants aged 12-18.
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1. NSCD Events Advocate Minimum wage*

This is perfect for a current student or recent graduate who can tell a prospective student 
all about life at NSCD. 

Duties include: 

• Sitting on a panel answering questions about courses, life and training at NSCD, 
for example, an Open Day at NSCD.

• Showing people around the NSCD building for example, at Open Day.

• Meeting & greeting people at events to tell them about your own experiences at NSCD 
for example, at a stakeholder event.

Experience / Knowledge Essential Desirable

Good understanding / memory of what it is like to apply and 
audition for NSCD.

Good understanding / memory of what it is like to train at 
NSCD & life as a student.

Good knowledge of NSCD’s current courses & building 
layout. 

 
Personal requirements

Be friendly and approachable

Be honest and reliable.

Maintain excellent timekeeping & attendance.

A positive outlook and a willingness to enthuse others about 
NSCD.

Age Hourly rate

23+ £11.68

21-22yrs £11.41

18-20yrs £8.39

16-17yrs £5.92

* Pay: 
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2.  Practical Demonstrator Minimum wage*

Perfect for a current student or recent graduate. We’re looking for people to demonstrate 
in practical sessions such as auditions or outreach workshops in the community. This could 
be local, national or international.

Experience / Knowledge Essential Desirable

High level contemporary technique.

Training in different dance styles and techniques including 
Street styles, House, Dancehall, Afro-fusion, Vogue. 

 
Personal requirements

Be friendly and approachable

Be honest and reliable.

Maintain excellent timekeeping & attendance.

A positive outlook and a willingness to enthuse others about 
NSCD.

 
Safeguarding

Have proven knowledge, skills, experience and 
qualifications, and any other requirements needed to 
perform the role in relation to working with students and 
vulnerable adults.**

** Training will be provided and you will often be working alongside NSCD staff, 
either in person or online.

Age Hourly rate

23+ £11.68

21-22yrs £11.41

18-20yrs £8.39

16-17yrs £5.92

* Pay: 
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3. External Events Advocate £28.80 per hour

Know all about NSCD and confident speaking to large groups pf peopler? We often 
get asked to lead information sessions telling prospective students all about NSCD.

Experience / Knowledge Essential Desirable

Experience leading talks and discussions.

Good understanding of NSCD’s current entry process, 
courses and available support for student support officer.

 
Skills required

Excellent communication skills.

Ability to answer questions or signpost participants to 
appropriate information.

 
Personal requirements

Be friendly and approachable

Be honest and reliable.

Be able to work unsupervised.

Maintain excellent time keeping & attendance.

A positive outlook and a willingness to enthuse others about 
NSCD.

 
Safeguarding

Have proven knowledge, skills, experience and 
qualifications, and any other requirements needed to 
perform the role in relation to working with students and 
vulnerable adults.*

* Training will be provided and you will often be working alongside NSCD staff, 
either in person or online.
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4. Dance Facilitator £14.40 per hour

For those with existing experience of dance teaching or looking to gain more, you could 
assist in outreach workshops in different settings for participants aged 12-18. This could 
be local, national or international.

Experience / Knowledge Essential Desirable

High level contemporary technique.

Training in different dance styles and techniques including 
Street styles, House, Dancehall, Afro-fusion, Vogue. 

Experience teaching/assisting dance.

 
Personal requirements

Be friendly and approachable

Be honest and reliable.

Maintain excellent timekeeping & attendance.

A positive outlook and a willingness to enthuse others about 
NSCD.

 
Safeguarding

Have proven knowledge, skills, experience and 
qualifications, and any other requirements needed to 
perform the role in relation to working with students and 
vulnerable adults.**

** Training will be provided and you will often be working alongside NSCD staff, 
either in person or online.
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5.  Dance Officer £28.80 per hour

If you trained at NSCD and are currently working as a dance teacher, then please get 
in touch. We would like to expand our geographic spread of teachers who can lead 
practical workshops to give young people from all over the world a taste of what NSCD 
is like. Workshops may take place in schools, dance centres or community settings, 
for participants aged 12-18.

Education / Qualifications Essential Desirable

BA level Dance training.

Teaching qualification.

First aid training.**

 
Experience / Knowledge

High level contemporary technique.

Teaching dance to 12–18 years in different settings including 
schools, dance centre’s and community settings.

Training in different dance styles and techniques including 
Street styles, House, Dancehall, Afro-fusion, Vogue. 

 
Skills required

Good communication skills, responding to needs of the 
participants.

Ability to maintain positive relationships with venue staff.

 
Personal requirements

Be friendly and approachable

Be honest and reliable.

Be able to work unsupervised.

Be able to support assistant dance teachers.

Maintain excellent timekeeping & attendance.

A positive outlook and a willingness to enthuse others about 
NSCD.

 
Safeguarding

Have proven knowledge, skills, experience and 
qualifications, and any other requirements needed to 
perform the role in relation to working with students and 
vulnerable adults.**

** Training will be provided and you will often be working alongside NSCD staff, 
either in person or online.
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If you have any questions relating to your application or your eligibility, please get in touch 
with Philippa Ranger, Access & Participation Manager

Email: Philippa.Ranger@nscd.ac.uk 
Call: 0113 219 3026

Questions?

If you are interested in becoming an NSCD advocate, please complete the 
NSCD Advocate Application Form.

How to apply
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